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Due to the strong spin-orbit interaction in indium antimonide, orbital motion and spin are no
longer separated. This enables fast manipulation of qubit states by means of microwave electric
fields. We report Rabi oscillation frequencies exceeding 100 MHz for spin-orbit qubits in InSb
nanowires. Individual qubits can be selectively addressed due to intrinsic differences in their g-
factors. Based on Ramsey fringe measurements, we extract a coherence time T ∗2 = 8 ± 1 ns at a
driving frequency of 18.65 GHz. Applying a Hahn echo sequence extends this coherence time to
35 ns.
The spin of a single electron forms a two-level sys-
tem, which makes it a natural choice for creating a quan-
tum bit (qubit) [1]. Quantum information processing
based on such qubits has developed into a mature and
diverse field [2]. Previous work has demonstrated impor-
tant milestones, including single-shot detection of spin
state, coherent control of a single spin and coherent cou-
pling between two spins [2–6]. Of great importance for
future development of spin-based quantum computation
is combining efficient single-qubit control and two-qubit
operations in the same system [7] and developing ways
to integrate spin qubits with other quantum computing
architectures. To pursue these goals, several promising
material platforms are being explored. Among these are
narrow band-gap semiconductor nanowires, such as in-
dium arsenide and indium antimonide. This class of ma-
terials has recently gained considerable attention, due to
their strong spin-orbit coupling, which enables efficient
all-electrical spin control [5, 8–11] and could provide a
means of coupling qubits to quantum systems based on
superconducting cavities [12].
In this paper we demonstrate an electrically controlled
spin-orbit qubit in an indium antimonide nanowire. We
observe Rabi oscillations with frequencies up to 104 MHz,
the fastest reported to date for an electrically controlled
single-spin qubit in a quantum dot. Furtermore, we show
that the individual qubits in the two dots can be ad-
dressed with high selectivity, owing to a large g-factor
difference between two dots. We achieve universal qubit
control and study qubit coherence by means of Ramsey
type measurements. We find that the inhomogeneous de-
phasing time T ∗2 can be extended to ∼ 35 ns by using a
Hahn echo.
To realize our spin-orbit qubit, a double quantum dot
is defined inside the nanowire by means of local elec-
trostatic gating. The qubits’ basis states are spin-orbit
doublets (denoted by ⇑ and ⇓), which—analogous to con-
ventional spin qubits—are split by the Zeeman energy in
a magnetic field. Transitions between these states can be
induced by applying microwave frequency electric fields.
An image of our device obtained by scanning electron
microscopy is presented in figure 1(a). It consists of an
indium antimonide nanowire (∼ 1.5µm long, 100 nm
thick) contacted by Ti/Al source and drain electrodes.
Below the nanowire, separated by a layer of Si3N4 di-
electric, is a set of 5 narrow gates (60 nm pitch) used to
induce a double quantum dot potential in the nanowire
and control the number of electrons in these dots. Un-
derneath another layer of Si3N4 is a large metallic gate
(BG) by which the conductance of the entire wire can
be tuned. Measurements are performed in a 3He system
with a base temperature of 260 mK.
In order to read out and initialize our qubits we take
advantage of Pauli spin blockade [2, 13]. When a bias
voltage is applied between the source and drain of the
double dot, sequential transport through the dots is pos-
sible in a triangular region in gate space. However, spin
conservation introduces additional constraints on inter-
dot tunneling. Although a transition may be energeti-
cally allowed, it may be prohibited by spin selection rules.
For example, a triplet state with one electron in each dot
such as (⇑,⇑) cannot transition to a (0,2) singlet state,
unless one of the spin-orbit states is rotated. The current
through the dots thus becomes supressed as eventually
such a parallel triplet state is loaded. This principle is
illustrated in figure 1(c). Note that the anti-parallel T0
state is in practice not blocked as hyperfine interaction
makes it quickly decay into a singlet state [2]. Rotation
of a spin-orbit state from ⇑ to ⇓, or vice-versa, can be
accomplished by electric-dipole spin resonance (EDSR).
Application of an alternating electric field, resonant with
the Larmor precession frequency, drives transitions be-
tween the spin-orbit states [14–17], lifting the spin block-
ade. To detect the EDSR, we measure the spin blockade
leakage current as a function of applied magnetic field, B,
and microwave frequency, f . (Fig. 1(b)). From the slope
of the resonance we extract a Lande´ g-factor of 41 for our
quantum dot. In addition to the resonance we observe a
finite current around B = 0 [18], resulting from mixing of
the (1,1) triplet states to the singlet by the nuclear field
[19, 20].
To demonstrate coherent control over the qubit we ap-
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FIG. 1. (color online) (a) Electron microscope image of the
device consisting of an InSb nanowire contacted by source and
drain electrodes, lying across a set of fine gates (numbered, 60
nm pitch) as well as a larger bottom gate (labeled BG). (b)
Current through the device when applying microwaves with
the double dot in spin blockade configuration (a vertical line-
cut near 0 mT has been subtracted to suppress resonances at
constant frequency). When the microwave frequency matches
the Larmor frequency (resonance highlighted by dashed blue
box), blockade is lifted and current increases. (c) Schematic
illustration of Pauli spin blockade on which read-out depends.
Only anti-parallel states (right) can occupy the same dot, al-
lowing current through the device. A parallel configuration
(left) leads to a suppression of the current.
ply microwave bursts of variable length. First, the qubit
is initialized into a spin blocked charge configuration.
This is accomplished by idling inside the bias triangle
(Fig. 2(a)). In order to prevent the electron from tun-
neling out of the dot during its subsequent manipulation,
the double dot is maintained in Coulomb blockade in the
same charge configuration. While in the Coulomb block-
ade regime, a microwave burst is applied. The double dot
is then again quickly brought back to the spin blockade
configuration by pulsing the plunger gates. By applying
such microwave bursts (schematically depicted in figure
2(b)), we perform a Rabi measurement. If the manipula-
tion has flipped the electron spin-orbit state, the blockade
is lifted and an electron can move from the first to the
second dot and exit again through the outgoing lead. By
continuously repeating the pulse sequence and measuring
the (DC) current through the double dot, we measure the
Rabi oscillations associated with the rotation of the spin-
orbit state (Fig. 2(c)).
We have achieved Rabi oscillations with more than five
oscillation periods at a maximum frequency of 104 MHz.
Even higher Rabi frequencies could be observed for larger
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FIG. 2. (color online) (a) Bias triangle in which spin block-
ade was observed for a negative bias of -5 mV. This is the
(2m + 1,2n + 1)→(2m,2n + 2) transition (transition A, see
[21]). (b) Sequence used for measuring Rabi oscillations.
Pulses are applied to gates 2 and 4 to move the double dot
along the detuning axis between Coulomb blockade (CB) and
spin blockade (SB) configurations. In CB a microwave burst
is applied via gate BG to rotate the spin. (c) Rabi oscilla-
tion obtained at a driving frequency of 18.65 GHz and source
power of 11 (bottom) to 17 (top) dBm. Dashed lines are fits
to a cos(fRτburst + φ)τ
−d
burst + b, giving Rabi frequencies fR
of 54 ± 1; 67 ± 1; 84 ± 1 and 104 ± 1 MHz. Linear slopes,
attributed to photon assisted tunneling, of 0.5, 0.6, 0.4, and
0.6 fA/ns (top to bottom) were subtracted. d = 0.5 for the
bottom trace and 0.4 for the others. Curves are offset by 0.5
pA for clarity. Inset: Rabi frequencies set out against driving
amplitudes, including a linear fit through 0.
microwave driving power [21], but this resulted in a
quick damping of the oscillations, likely due to photon
assisted tunneling (PAT) [22, 23]. The high frequency
allows for fast operation of the qubit, which is impor-
tant for quantum information processing. Also impor-
tant in this respect is the qubit manipulation fidelity.
We can estimate this fidelity from the strength of the
spin-orbit field relative to the fluctuations of the nuclear
spin bath (believed to be the main source of dephasing)
[22]. From the Rabi frequency of 104 MHz we obtain
a spin-orbit field BSO = 0.36 mT driving the rotations.
By taking the width of the EDSR peak as a measure
for the nuclear magnetic field we can estimate a value of
3BN = 0.16± 0.02 mT for this field. With these values of
BN and BSO we estimate our qubit manipultion fidelity
to be 81± 6 % [21].
The Rabi experiment demonstrates rotation of the
qubit around a single axis. However, in order to be able
to prepare the qubit in any arbitrary superposition, it
is necessary to achieve rotations around two independent
axes. We demonstrate such universal control by means of
a Ramsey experiment, where the axis of qubit rotation
is determined by varying the phase of the applied mi-
crowave bursts, as illustrated at the top of figure 3(a). As
in the Rabi experiment, the microwave bursts are applied
while the dots are kept in Coulomb blockade, to main-
tain a well defined charge state and prevent the electrons
from tunneling out during manipulation. In the Ramsey
sequence an initial microwave burst rotates the state by
pi/2 to the xy-plane of the Bloch sphere. We take this
rotation axis to be the x-axis. A second burst is then
applied after some delay τ , making a 3pi/2 rotation. By
varying the phase of this pulse with respect to the initial
pi/2 pulse, we can control the axis of the second rota-
tion (see figure 3(a)). For example, if the two bursts are
applied with the same phase, in total a 2pi rotation will
have been made. This restores a spin blockade configu-
ration, thus leading to a suppression of the current. A
second burst with a phase pi, however, would rotate the
qubit in the opposite direction, ending up along the |−z〉-
direction on the Bloch sphere. For this case spin blockade
is thus fully lifted and current increases to a maximum.
When the delay time between the first and final pulse
in the Ramsey sequence is increased, the qubit starts to
dephase. The loss of phase coherence leads to decay of
the Ramsey fringe contrast, as shown in figure 3(b). By
fitting the experimental data to exp(−(τ/T ∗2 )2) we ex-
tract a dephasing time of T ∗2 = 8 ± 1 ns, obtained at a
driving frequency of 18.65 GHz. Other driving frequen-
cies of 7.9 GHz and 31.91 GHz resulted in similar T ∗2
values of 6± 1 and 9± 1 respectively. To extend the co-
herence of the qubit, we employ a Hahn echo technique
[24, 25]: halfway between two pi/2 pulses an extra pulse
is applied to flip the state over an angle pi. Doing so
partially refocuses the dephasing caused by the nuclear
magnetic field, which varies slowly compared to the elec-
tron spin dynamics [26]. From figure 3(c), where the total
delay has been extended to τ = 30 ns, it is clear that this
technique can maintain contrast of the Ramsey fringes for
considerably longer times. An increase in the coherence
time to Techo = 35 ± 1 ns is obtained from the decay of
the contrast (figure 3(d)) for a driving frequency of 18.65
GHz. Similar values of 34±2 and 32±1 ns were obtained
at driving frequencies 7.9 and 31.91 GHz respectively.
The relatively low coherence times obtained here are
in line with previous results obtained for InAs nanowires
[11]. The timescales show no significant dependence
on driving frequency within the accessible range of 8–
32 GHz. These results suggest the existence of a fast
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FIG. 3. (color online) (a) Ramsey experiment; an initial
pi/2-pulse rotates the spin to the xy-plane. After some de-
lay a 3pi/2 pulse is applied, restoring spin blockade or (par-
tially) lifting it, depending on the phase of the pulse. (b)
Decay of the Ramsey fringe contrast with increasing delay
time τ for different driving frequencies. Solid line is a fit to
exp(−(τ/T ∗2 )2) at a driving frequency of 18.65 GHz, giving
T ∗2 = 8± 1 ns. (c) A Hahn echo sequence (top), extends the
decay of the fringe contrast, to 30 ns in this case. (d) Decay
of the fringe contrast in the Hahn echo sequence for different
microwave frequencies. Solid line is a fit to exp(−(τ/Techo)3)
for driving frequency 18.65 GHz, yielding Techo = 34± 2 ns.
spin bath interacting with the electron, likely originating
from the large nuclear spins of indium antimonide (5/2
and 7/2 for 121Sb and 123Sb respectively, and 9/2 for In).
It must be noted though that other sources of dephasing,
such as nearby paramagnetic impurities or charge noise,
cannot be completely ruled out.
Thus far we have only presented coherent rotations of
one of the qubits. It is possible to individually address
each qubit in the two dots if the EDSR peak splits into
two separate resonances. This splitting can arise due
to a g-factor difference between the two dots, as in our
present device, but can also be engineered, e.g. through
incorporation of a micromagnet into a device [17, 27].
The main panel of figure 4 displays the two EDSR peaks
corresponding to the two dots. From the magnetic field
dependence of the resonances, we determine g-factors of
48 and 36 for the two dots respectively [21]. This dif-
ference in g-factors for the two dots can be explained by
a difference in confinement [11, 20, 28, 29]. Note that
these measurements were obtained at the charge transi-
tion (2m+1,2n+3)→(2m+2,2n+2) (transition B, [21])
in opposite bias than the previously presented data. No
second resonance was resolved for charge transition A,
perhaps due to strongly similar g-factors, or decreased
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FIG. 4. (color online) Main panel: Two well separated EDSR
peaks for the spin-orbit qubit in each of the two dots. The
microwave driving frequency is 20.9 GHz. Insets: Rabi os-
cillations for the corresponding EDSR peaks. Linear slopes
(attributed to PAT) of 0.6 and 0.9 fA/ns respectively are sub-
tracted to flatten the average. The Rabi data on the left was
obtained at 31.2 mT B-field and 20.9 GHz driving frequency.
From the fit (as in Fig. 2) a Rabi frequency of 96 ± 2 MHz
is obtained. On the right the field was 41.2 mT and driving
frequency 21 GHz. The Rabi frequency obtained from the fit
is 47± 3 MHz.
coupling of the microwaves to the second dot.
Utilizing the large difference in g-factors between the
two dots we have achieved coherent control of both
qubits. Here, we probe the qubits using similar mi-
crowave frequencies, but different magnetic fields. The
insets in figure 4 show the Rabi oscillations obtained for
each of the qubits. The frequency of the Rabi oscilla-
tions (see insets of figure 4) for the qubit corresponding
to g-factor 48, was 96 MHz. For the other dot, with a
corresponding g-factor of 36, a lower Rabi frequency of
47 MHz was achieved. This slower Rabi oscillation is con-
sistent with a weaker coupling of the microwave electric
field to this dot. [30]
In summary, we have demonstrated the realization of
a spin-orbit qubit in an indium antimonide nanowire.
Fast manipulation and universal control of the qubit was
demonstrated by Rabi and Ramsey measurements. A
significant improvement in terms of speed and fidelity
was achieved compared to previously realized indium ar-
senide spin-orbit qubits. Dephasing times however, re-
mained similar to InAs, suggesting that the nuclear spin
bath is the main source of dephasing. The large interdot
g-factor differences make possible the selective address-
ing of different qubits. Importantly, we estimate that the
large interdot Zeeman energy difference would be suffi-
cient to implement a fast (∼ 1 ns) two-qubit CPhase gate
[31, 32], operating well within the Techo coherence time.
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6SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL TO ‘FAST SPIN-ORBIT QUBIT IN AN INDIUM ANTIMONIDE
NANOWIRE’
DOUBLE DOT OCCUPATION
Figure S1 displays a stability diagram mapping out the current through the quantum dot as a function of the
voltages V2 and V4 on the two plunger gates. The large addition energies and their odd-even structure indicates
that we have reached the few-electron regime. The last visible bias triangles exhibited spin-blockade in the expected
positions, further confirming that we have reached the few-electron regime. However, due to the absence of a charge
sensor in our device, it is impossible to determine the absolute number of electrons in our dots. Thus, there may be
more electrons in the dot for which the charge transitions are not visible (the increased current in the top left of the
diagram indicates this is actually likely for one of the dots). We assume, however, that these electrons are paired
and can further be ignored. In the labeling of the charge transitions we account for this uncertainty in the electron
number by including terms of 2m and 2n respectively, where m and n are small integers. The first visible triangle is
then the (2m,2n+ 1)→(2m+ 1,2n) transition.
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FIG. S1. Stability diagram of our double quantum dot at small positive bias. Circles indicate charge transitions at which
data presented in the main paper has been obtained. Transition A (solid circle) indicates the (2m + 1,2n + 1)→(2m,2n + 2)
transition used for figures 1–3 and transition B (dashed circle) is (2m+ 1,2n+ 3)→(2m+ 2,2n+ 2) used for figure 4).
RABI OSCILLATIONS
In the main text Rabi oscillations have been presented at frequencies up to 104 MHz. Higher Rabi frequencies could
be achieved at higher microwave power, at the expense of reduced (i.e. faster decaying) visibility of the oscillations,
likely due to photon assisted tunneling. In figure S2 we present data displaying this behavior. The higher Rabi
frequency of 117±1 MHz only shows half the number of oscillations compared to the data presented in the main text.
MANIPULATION FIDELITY
The nuclear magnetic field changes the intended rotation axis for qubit operations, thereby affecting the fidelity
of these rotations. To estimate this fidelity requires knowledge of the spin-orbit driving field BSO, as well as the
strength of the fluctuating nuclear field BN . The effective field driving the rotations can be determined from the Rabi
frequency through BSO = 2hfR/(gµB). We estimate the RMS value of the nuclear field fluctuations, BN , from the
width of the EDSR peak. More commonly, this is done with the hyperfine peak at B = 0 [1–3]. However, it has been
previously observed that hyperfine peak widths can vary greatly between different InSb nanowire devices [4], despite
similar dot sizes. We therefore make an upper estimate for BN based on the width of the EDSR peak, which is also
broadened by the nuclear field fluctuations at low driving power [5].
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FIG. S2. Rabi oscillations obtained at the same settings as those presented in the main paper, except for a larger microwave
source power of 18 dBm. Dashed line is a fit to a simple exponentially decaying sinusoidal oscillation from which a Rabi
frequency of 117± 1 MHz is extracted.
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FIG. S3. Solid points: data from an EDSR peak obtained at 7.9 GHz driving frequency. Dashed line is a Gaussian fit to the
data.
Figure S3 shows an EDSR peak, which has been fitted to a Gaussian curve. The standard deviation of this curve
gives the strength of the nuclear field fluctuations in the z-direction. From it we determine the total nuclear field
fluctuations BN =
√
3BN,z = 0.16 ± 0.02 mT. Following the procedure explained in [6] this leads to a manipulation
fidelity of 81± 6 % for the Rabi oscillations at 104 MHz.
We note that the absence of a double frequency component in the Rabi oscillations indicates that only one of the
qubits is rotated. This cannot be caused by different nuclear fields in the two dots, as BN is relatively small. This
suggests that the second qubit is undriven because of a differing g-factor from the first dot and/or a decreased coupling
of the microwave driving field to this dot.
INDIVIDUAL ADDRESSING OF THE QUBITS
In figure S4 we present the magnetic field dependence data of the two EDSR peaks already shown in the main
paper. The resonance frequency varies linearly with field for both resonances, from which the g-factors of 48 and 36
can be determined. A very faint feature may be discerned in the lower right corner of this graph. As it has half the
slope of the strongest (g = 48) resonance, we attribute it to a multi-photon process. The bright band that is visible
parallel to the hyperfine peak is not caused by the microwave signal, as it is also present without applying microwaves,
though it is unclear what its exact origin is.
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FIG. S4. Magnetic field dependence of the EDSR signals from the two dots. The dashed blue line indicates the position of
the trace presented in the main paper. (A vertical linecut has been subtracted to suppress resonances at constant frequency.)
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